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Abstract: Societies aiming for a sustainable future need more effective and legitimate planning and
decision making practices, in which various actors together find pathways towards a sustainable
transition. In this paper, we approach sustainability and environmental justice as epistemological
(and ontological) challenges for land-use planning, and empirically analyse how action research
could support planners’ social learning and planning towards fair and sustainable development.
We analysed qualitatively the evolution of the researcher–planner dialogue while co-designing and
developing better methods, means and practices to improve environmental justice in regional scale
planning in Kymenlaakso Region, South-East Finland. We found that researcher-planner dialogue
developed during cooperation. While in the beginning, social learning related to approaching
environmental justice as a fair distribution of power evolved incrementally, later, when dialogue
became more focused, communicative and reflective as an outcome of mutual frames and trust,
learning occurred in a more transformative way. Such transformative learning concerned recognising
youth as a silent group in the planning process and the means to involve their perceptions in planning.
In order to support sustainability transformation in the future, we conclude that it is essential to
create opportunities for such incremental and transformative social learning through innovative
modes of interaction in various contexts.

Keywords: action research; environmental justice; land use planning; dialogue; science-policy
interaction; sustainability; transformative learning

1. Introduction

Land-use planning represents the silent mainstream of sustainability transition policies and
practices responsible for many strategic decisions concerning the environment. In planning as well as
in other policy areas, endeavours for sustainable development embrace a strong normative dimension
while calling for a transition towards a society where social and natural systems are coupled in a fair
and ethically sound manner. Hence, the concept of sustainability challenges the societies committed to
it to critically explore justice and other normative elements related to sustainability as well as their
own ethical stances, positions and assumptions related to them.

It is sustainability that highlights planning as a space or an arena for democracy, dialogue and
constructive conflict and to engender engagements [1]. The normative nature of sustainability facilitates
planning with epistemological and ontological questions requiring positioning from the planners.
The framework of environmental justice, including just distribution of risks and benefits [2,3] as well
as procedural practices, give conceptual support for the discussion on sustainability transition in
planning and planning epistemologies. Environmental justice and opportunities for it are embedded
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in planning institutions and in their interaction with the community and recognised individuals [4,5].
Given that the powerful in the society, such as planners and other officials, should always be cautious
about defining justice and the adequate level of it [6], it becomes important that the planners have
an opportunity to learn and develop competences and capabilities which the legitimate planning
process requires from them [7]. In this paper, we explore empirically the dialogue between researchers
and land-use planners and analyse qualitatively, how the planners’ epistemological (and ontological)
positioning on environmental justice develops in a real world land-use planning case and how the
researcher–planner dialogue can support planners’ learning in environmental justice questions central
for sustainability transition.

In recent decades, the general epistemological grounds for the land-use planning have been
under critical scrutiny. Positivist and techno-rational knowledge interests guiding the planning
decisions have been largely criticized among planning theorists [8–12]. In the debate about alternative
approaches, the Habermasian approach with an aim for the best argument, authentic dialogue and
collaborative rationality [9,13] as well as communicative, deliberative planning [14] has received strong
support in the field. Communicative and deliberative planning poses also intricate epistemological
dilemmas to the planners, who are expected to balance between multiple knowledges and knowledge
frames instead of grounding their work on mere objective information or data [11,12]. Although the
communicative and deliberative approaches have faced criticism on ethical grounds for ignoring
societal power and strategic communication [15,16], both dialogue and strategic communication may,
however, be deployed in an ethical or unethical manner [17]. According to Toledano [17] key words in
creating ethical process are egalitarian, transparency, honesty, openness and respect, but as she notes,
more research is needed to provide good models for ethical dialogues and strategic communication.

In Finland, which we focus on, claims for extensive communication and involvement of the
citizens in planning have increased during recent decades, reflecting recent epistemological debate
among planning theorists [7]. Justice, transparency and openness of the land-use planning processes
have been under scrutiny since the new Land Use and Building Act [18] came into force in 2000.
Aiming to improve involvement is not only included in the land-use planning legislation, but it
applies also to the practical level, where the interaction between the planners and the public has
remarkably increased and diversified in recent decades [19]. Although in the Finnish context
it has been noticed that the planners have adopted justice as a guiding principle in their work,
it seems that the planners often lack methods for distributing power, safeguarding justice and,
hence, tackling the epistemological challenges related to multiple knowledges during the planning
process [20]. Substantial challenges related to legitimacy and effectiveness of participation have been
recognised [21–23], which question experiences about the fairness and the sustainability of the existing
planning processes. Thus, concrete method development is needed to support the planners’ in their
epistemological positioning regarding environmental justice in a sustainability transition.

Methods supporting planners’ reflection and epistemological positioning [11,12] could be
particularly beneficial in renewing dynamic planning circumstances, with increasing requirements for
communication and reflection as well as normative responsibilities to ensure justice and sustainability,
increasing uncertainty and complexity, combined with the political nature of the planning, as well
as diversified modes of data, information and knowledge acknowledged to planning (including
social, experimental and scientific knowledge) [1,24]. Thus, to work more effectively in such diverse
circumstances with potentially emerging, diverse tensions, there is an increasing need to develop new
reflective practices and means for implementing communicative and participatory planning in practice.
One promising way to develop such means and practices could be providing the practitioners with tools
for their epistemological positioning through social learning together with sustainability scientists.

Learning is considered to be essential for the sustainability transition [25–27]. Learning aiming for
sustainability transition is, however, not just about behavioural change or changing the system [25,26].
Instead, it is a process which is social, critically reflexive and includes positive feedback loops among
the learner, collaborators and the wider social context [25,28–31]. A social learning process aims for
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organizational change and has been recognized to have four distinct characteristics: it should consist
of social action, iterative reflection, communication, and negotiation [25]. Reflection and negotiation
can be considered as learning-oriented solutions to possible policy controversies or disagreements in
the social learning process. Open reflection over the frames and beliefs, perceptions and appreciations
underlying the controversies can provide a frame-critical rationality, which allows understanding
of how one’s actions contribute to a policy conflict and its resolution [32]. Problematic frames,
assumptions and beliefs can even be transformed in the learning situation. This kind of transformative
learning happening in a social setting requires using critically reflexive practices and emphasising the
learning and teaching of skills and capabilities to reflect and transform one’s existing frames [33].

In the sustainability transition, the role of science is considered to reach far beyond pure
enlightenment [34], which stresses a one-way type of science–policy interaction without further
dialogue. In the face of complicated and urgent environmental challenges, more critical and
even “post-normal” scientific approaches have been engaged since in the field of environmental
sciences [35,36]. Among the sustainability sciences, researchers have participated in knowledge
co-production, contributed to second-order learning in niche development or boundary arrangements
in the science–policy nexus, and used action research methods [37–40]. Such more interactive societal
engagement of research and researcher is expected to increase the societal impact of research [41]
in terms of increased security and well-being, among others benefits. However, it is not yet fully
understood which contents, practices, and elements in the dialogue process between researchers and
planners are particularly relevant in the context of environmental justice and sustainability [35].

With this study, we aim to advance scientific debates about knowledge claims related to
environmental justice as a sustainability question in the planning context as well as on science–policy
interaction within the planning practices. We approach sustainability and environmental justice as
epistemological (and ontological) challenges for land-use planning and empirically analyse, by using
triangulation of methods including action research, how a participatory research approach could
support planners’ social learning and planning towards fair and sustainable development. We discuss
the opportunities and challenges concerning the dialogue between researchers and planners and their
mutual social learning process. By focusing on the researcher–planner dialogue aiming for improving
environmental justice in the Regional Plan in Kymenlaakso Region, in South-East Finland, we ask how
and under which circumstances the researcher–planner dialogue could support transition towards fair
sustainability and social learning between the researchers and planners, by answering three specific
research questions:

1. How were environmental justice and the environmental justice positions, frames and conceptions
of the researchers and planners articulated, approached and represented by the parties in
their dialogue?

2. How did the researchers’ and planners’ positions, frames and conceptions for environmental
justice evolve during the dialogue, and how did social learning occur?

3. Which elements were hindering, decelerating and encouraging social learning in the dialogue?

In the next section, we describe the triangulation method and the materials used in the study.
We continue by presenting the results of the analysis of the discussions between the researchers
and planners and the indicators for social learning on environmental justice and its epistemologies,
after which we discuss them and draw conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Triangulation: Action Research and Grounded Theory

Our study is based on method triangulation, in which we combined case study research,
action research and grounded theory. By the triangulation of methods, we aim to deliver more valid
results but also to give increased scope, depth and consistency in methodological proceedings as well
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as to cope with the ethical challenges related to action research and reflective practices [31,35,42–45].
In addition, we see that the dialogue can provide opportunities for structured analysis and reflection
on one’s own practices, and thus improve collaboration in collective decision-making situations in the
future [46].

In this paper we present a case study based on action research [47,48] which we co-designed
together with the Regional Council of Kymenlaakso and conducted in close cooperation with a real-life
planning process in the Kymenlaakso Region (Figure 1). The researchers contacted the Regional
Council in November 2016 and inquired about their interest in cooperation in a case study with a
focus on environmental justice in planning. The aim of the action research was co-designed in close
collaboration with the Regional Council to figure out innovative and practical means to develop,
elaborate and fine-tune practices for citizen participation for a regional plan aiming to cover all
regionally relevant themes by 2019 and plans for 2040. The general and shared aim of the project was
to create a process of dialogue and mutual reflection between the researchers, namely us, the writers of
this paper, and the planners, about procedural environmental justice. The action research approach was
applied from the project planning phase in November 2016, when the thematic focus and principles
for cooperation were discussed and agreed with the Regional Council of Kymenlaakso, and it lasted
until April 2018, when the validation workshop was organised as a part of the action research project
and a regional plan workshop was organised as a part of planning process (see Figure 2).
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Action research was chosen for the research method, for the reason that the aim of the project
was not only to study but also to develop, encourage and empower critical, reflective and creative
approaches to environmental justice in sustainable planning as well as positions, frames and
conceptions for epistemologies and ontologies of justice which, as knowledge, are multiple and
normative and accordingly seen to benefit from an interactive and reflective research approach [35].
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The strength of the action research is in its aim of supporting social change for groups [48,49].
Action supports involvement in planning, learning and motivation which are observed requirements
for permanent change [50]. Ideas about double loop learning, testing claims and errors and trying to
validate them during the dialogue are essential features of the learning process in action research [51].
In addition, to enhance change, action research is a method for generating data [36]. Action research
requires, however, critical reflection also from the researchers’ side.Sustainability 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  5 of 20 
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Figure 2. Research design of the study. Big green circle with dashed line represents action research
process and its various events. Orange rectangle = meeting between the researchers and the planners of
the Regional Council; Blue rectangle = stakeholder involvement events organised with and facilitated
by the researchers; Green rectangle = stakeholder involvement events organised and facilitated by the
planners, observed by the researchers. Smaller red circle with dashed line represents the meetings
which discussions were analysed qualitatively for this study using the grounded theory method. The two
green circles indicate the validation workshops where the researchers’ preliminary findings were
exposed to reflective and critical dialogue in the action research setting and elaborated and validated
in the researcher–planner dialogue.

Due to separate responsibilities, both parties of the dialogue had also their own intentions and
aims motivating them in the action research process. We, the researchers, were interested in an
empirical insight to investigate the development of a social learning process between the researchers
and the planners on the concept of justice. The planners were, instead, interested in developing means
and practices supporting the environmental justice perspective in designing the regional plan for the
Kymenlaakso Region (Figure 1). The motivations were openly discussed in the meeting between the
researchers and planners already when planning the project as well as during the action research
process. Both parties were committed to their own aims and to respect each other’s aims in the process.

A researcher speaking for fair planning in an action research setting is holding a position of an
advocate with moral claims in at least in two senses. Firstly, the environmental justice paradigm is
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a normative approach, while a claim for an equal distribution of power and environmental burdens
and benefits is a political one by nature. In our case study, environmental justice was chosen for the
research topic together. The planners were willing to develop procedural justice in their planning
and the researchers were willing to study this development process. In our research team there were
discussions during the action research process, whether we should intervene also to questions on
distributional justice in the planning which had been the case in our previous projects. As a resolution,
we decided in February 2017 not to take any stances regarding distributive justice and to respect this
original aim of the study. Secondly, action research puts the researcher in a position where she is
required to critically reflect also on one’s own ethical stances, values, norms and attitudes during
the research process [31,35,43,44]. We were able to elude many of the dilemmas recognised in the
previous action research studies [43] due to (1) a relatively small research team (5 researchers actively
participating the action research) where the action research objectives and principles were constantly
reflected; (2) critical reflection on the frames concerning environmental justice and its distributive and
procedural aspects in the research team; and (3) the validation workshops which made visible the
difference between the action research method and the more instrumental and evaluative analysis
made by the researchers and which opened the initial results for a critical reflection for the planners.

2.2. Material

The primary material for this study was gathered as a part of a series on interactive meetings and
workshops. Two to five researchers and one to five planners attended each meeting or workshop.

As primary data, we used transcribed recordings made in the monthly project meetings between
us—the researchers—and the planners of the Regional Council as well as in the workshops related
to the Regional Plan process. The recorded and transcribed meeting discussions which were used
as a material for this study were gathered in three researcher–planner “monthly meetings” out of a
total of 10 “monthly meetings” in November 2016 and February 2018 (Figure 2). “Monthly meetings”
were organised as skype meetings. The lengths of the discussions varied from 33 min to 1 h 51 min.
The most typical length was around one hour. In the meeting the planners reflected the ongoing
planning process and the researchers.

We also facilitated two validation workshops for the planners which were organised as approximately
two-hour long face-to-face meetings (in June 2017 and April 2018). In the validation workshops,
we facilitated the discussion and tested our initial findings. These discussions were also transcribed
and the latter was used as material in the analysis for this study.

In addition, together with the planners, we also facilitated four workshops for Youth Councils
and two events held at the Youth Takes over City Hall fairs. In addition, we observed the dialogue
of the planners and the stakeholders in three official stakeholder involvement workshops related to
the Regional Plan. These workshops were organised by the planners and facilitated by consultants,
except the last workshop, which was also facilitated by the planners. The material from the workshops
for the Youth Councils and the official stakeholder involvement workshops related to the Regional
Plan will be analysed in another study.

During the action research process, we wrote a project diary reflecting the development of the
planning process and the discussions with the Regional Council. This collective diary of researchers
concluded observations and reflected the content of the events and learning outcomes (recognised
and potential). It is worth mentioning that the diary represents a secondary type of data as it includes
our reflections based on our previous understandings on justice as a theoretical concept and our
interpretations of the events and learning (recognised and potential) during and between them.

2.3. Analytical Steps

The results which we present in this paper are based on the material produced during the action
research process. Our analysis was threefold and it encompassed both primary and secondary types
of empirical data consisting of material from the meetings and validation workshops of researchers,
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planners and other stakeholders and the collective diary of researchers reflecting these events and
learning (recognised and potential) outcomes. During the analysis, we incorporated both reflective
analysis and reflexive questioning for the material gathered in a process of reflexive interaction [31].

First, in order to focus our analysis on the meetings relevant from the perspective of social learning
for environmental justice and sustainability, we analysed research diaries. Based on the diary notes,
we aimed to recognise justice-related proceedings by which we mean justice-related discourses shared
by the researchers and the planners in the dialogue and which turned into an activity addressing
justice during the Kymenlaakso Regional Plan process or represented a new kind of epistemological
or ontological positioning by the planners to the justice-related issue. In the analysis, we explored
retrospectively our interpretations of occasions which were perceived to generate substantial change
in understanding or in approaching environmental justice in the planning process. We paid particular
attention to the varying aspects of environmental justice, including fair processes and outcomes,
power distribution, and the recognition of various actors and actor groups (see [3,19]).

The second step of the analysis was to analyse the dialogue between the researchers and planners
around the occasions of the recognised proceedings. We analysed retrospectively the discussions
between the researchers and planners inductively and by using the grounded theory method [52]. The aim
was to analyse, how researchers and planners spoke about justice and how they justified their justice-
or process-related claims, whether and how the learning process was actually occurring and emerging,
and finally, how the roles of researchers representing scientific understanding on justice and the
planners representing advocacy and reclaiming of justice developed.

Then, we started the analysis of the meetings’ discussions by coding it openly and inductively.
The initial coding process resulted in a set of codes showing the development as the material was
coded over time but provided a rather unclear picture of the whole due to a large amount of codes.
The coding was repeated anew and developed from the initial open coding towards an integrated
coding by using the constant comparative method (see [52]). In the end, the codes and the integrated
codes were comprehensively grounded on the theoretical frameworks interpreted to resonate with the
relevant elements of the discussion between the researchers and planners (Table 1).

Thirdly, we turned to the planners’ side to test and validate our initial findings especially regarding
the justice-related proceedings. At this stage we returned to the action research setting and exposed our
findings to critical reflection in the researcher–planner dialogue. In both of the validation workshops
we asked the planners to assess the planning process “ex post” and produce a timeline of the planning
process highlighting their experiences about developments and successes, failures and setbacks related
to environmental justice. We presented our initial findings only after the planners had drawn their
timeline and discussed the similarities and differences of our findings openly with the planners.
The validation workshops turned out to have a significant role both in the analysis of the social
learning as well as in the action research process and reflection. In the second validation workshop
the planners rejected one of the findings, which we thought to have been a significant justice-related
proceeding. After the planners’ comments and thoughts regarding our findings, we considered that one
of the findings which we had assumed represent a justice related proceeding in the process was falsely
based on a performative statement rather than a shared discourse enabling further learning [53,54].
This justice-related proceeding, which was not recognised by the planners, was since left out of the
further analysis.

Our three-fold analysis—one over time, another on the themes and discourses, and the third
validating the initial findings—enables us to draw conclusions on the substantial progress and
proceedings in the dialogue and on the elements that were hindering, decelerating and encouraging
learning in the process.

3. Results

In the analysis of our research diaries and researchers’ reflections on the dialogue with the
planners, we recognised two proceedings indicating learning and evolving epistemological positioning
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related to environmental justice during the action research process. The first proceeding was related to
mutual understanding about power distribution as an objective for a just planning process, and second
was related to recognition of the youth as a silent group in the planning and decision making processes
in the region. Identification of these two proceeding guided us to focus our intensive analysis on the
three meetings (Figure 2).

In the grounded theory analysis of our primary research material, the discussions, we observed
that the justice discourses present in the dialogue were not only about just power distribution in
the process and recognition of stakeholders. Instead, there were multiple elements relevant to
the environmental justice present in the dialogue between the researchers and planners (Table 1).
We recognised that regarding planning, both procedural and distributive aspects were covered.
In addition, stakeholder involvement was discussed from the perspective of general objectives of
the involvement and aims of the stakeholder involvement: whether the aim of the involvement is to
distribute power between stakeholders or gather knowledge from the stakeholders (see [55]). Similarly,
methods used in the stakeholder involvement activities were found to contrast with free dialogue and
active facilitation.

In addition, the researchers and planners were observed to approach knowledge from different
perspectives. On one hand, knowledge was discussed as something which could be framed in/for the
planning process, reflecting the ideas of Schön [56] and Puustinen [57]. On the other hand, knowledge
was seen rather as information to be produced/filtered in/from the process.

Moreover, the researchers and planners gave a host of positions for the various stakeholders in
the planning process. One position given for the stakeholders in dialogue called notions of Fraser [58]
and Foucault [59] by emphasising the voices of stakeholders (and the silence of them), as well as
discourses and power regarding stakeholder involvement. In addition, attention was also paid to
various habitus [60] of stakeholders by describing various characteristics and capacities relevant for
participating in the planning processes.

Planners’ positions, in turn, reflected the findings of Puustinen [57]. In the reflective position,
planners were reflecting their own renewing expert positions and planning processes creatively; but the
discourses were also referring to the traditional professionality of planners by referring to law and its
obedience, by supporting or claiming it.

Finally, researchers were also taking various positions in the dialogue reflecting the Habermasian
understanding of different knowledge interests and varying from a more communicative position,
where open questions were presented and even difficult theoretical concepts were described, towards a
more strategic position, where more direct and concrete advice was given to planners (see [61]).

Table 1. Environmental justice and action positions of various actors. Themes discussed in the meetings
of researchers and planners.

Planning

Process

• Phases of the planning process
• Legality and legitimacy of the process

Outcome

• Regional land use plan
• Plan symbols
• Distribution of environmental setbacks and benefits
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Table 1. Cont.

Stakeholder involvement

Objective for the stakeholder involvement

• Basic principles related to stakeholder involvement
• Planning of the stakeholder involvement methods according to the knowledge relevant to the planning
• Communicating the objective for stakeholder involvement
• Role and phase of stakeholder involvement in the process

Technical practices of stakeholder involvement and their implementation

• Variety of methods and discussion on how to use them
• Group formation in the workshops
• Timing of stakeholder involvement
• Distributing the results of stakeholder involvement

The objective of stakeholder involvement see [56]

Power distribution

• Equal balance of stakeholders and their voices and ensuring it
• Distribution of professional power
• Methods distributing voices and power

Information gathering/Consultation/Informing

• Information gathering, consultation or information sharing as an objective for the
stakeholders’ involvement

• Methods and procedures aiming for effective knowledge gathering

The method of stakeholder involvement

Facilitation

• Facilitation as a stakeholder involvement method
• Facilitation process
• Power distribution by facilitation
• Active support for the dialogue between stakeholders
• Open interpretation of viewpoints of the stakeholders
• Strengths of facilitation

Free dialogue

• Free dialogue as a stakeholder involvement method
• Strengths and weaknesses of free dialogue

Approaching knowledge in the involvement process

Framing knowledge in/for the process see [56,57]

• Reflecting the knowledge production system from the viewpoint of the stakeholders
• Designing the involvement methods by taking into account the stakeholders’ perspective of knowledge
• Taking into account the stakeholders perspective of knowledge when speaking about knowledge

Producing/filtering information in/of the process

• Producing information for the purposes of the planning
• Defining the quality and nature of the information necessary for the planning
• Local knowledge and knowledge produced by the stakeholders
• Verification of the existing data
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Table 1. Cont.

Approaching stakeholders knowledge in the involvement process

Voices and discourses of the stakeholder see [58,59]

• Stakeholders’ viewpoints
• Taking into account stakeholders’ viewpoints
• Silent voices and viewpoints

Habitus of the stakeholder see [60]

• Attitudes, capacities or characteristics of the stakeholders

Approaching the role of planners in the involvement process

Reflectivity

• Planner reflecting his/her position, activity or jurisdiction
• Planner taking into account stakeholders’ viewpoints
• Planner talking reflectively on the planning process or developing of it
• Planner using creativity in discussing the planning process

Traditional professionality or claiming of it

• Planner defending his/her standpoint, viewpoint and/or position
• Planner referring to the law and law obedience

Researchers position in the dialogue see [61]

Communicative

• Researchers explaining their perspectives and perceptions
• Researchers referring to research and research results
• Researcher referring to previous experience
• Researchers asking questions supporting the planners’ reflectivity

Strategic

• Researchers giving advice
• Researchers aiming for a certain aim

In Figure 3, we conclude, how the content of dialogue regarding various elements relevant for
procedural environmental justice evolved during the three meetings of planners and researchers
discussed by a planner or a researcher, and in Figure 4, we present how the approaches related to
environmental justice and actors’ positions and discourses evolved during the three meetings of
planners and researchers. The progress of the content of the dialogue will be explained more in the
next chapter.

In the dialogue between the researchers and planners in three meetings, there was essential
progression on how the parties were approaching procedural environmental justice and how the
progression occurred. On one hand, during the three meetings, learning to understand the impacts of
different methodological choices to justice as power distribution occurred rather slowly and incrementally.
On the other hand, in the third meeting, more transformative learning occurred, when the planners
recognised that one silent group, namely the youth, was not involved in practice in the planning
process. It was also recognised that the involvement of this specific group required new, more informal
involvement methods, and even a new, innovative approach which had not been previously used by
the planners.
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However, we observed that the learning processes during the researchers–planners dialogue were
not linear. Instead, we recognised different kinds of hindering, decelerating and encouraging elements
that were present in the dialogue in all meetings.

3.1. Elements Hindering Social Learning

The dialogue of the first two meetings did not lead to a specific proceeding or substantial learning,
as also acknowledged by the planners in the discussion in the validation workshop. The first two
meetings differed from the third meeting in three respects that we interpreted to have hindered mutual
learning during the dialogue.

Firstly, in the two first meetings, the content and messages of the arguments presented by both the
researchers and planners were dispersed and concerned a wide range of topics (Figure 3). The parties
were also arguing for their own agendas with a focus on different facts and not finding common ground
by reflection in order to develop the process or circumstances for mutual learning and generating trust.
In the first meeting, the researchers spoke actively about the objective for stakeholder involvement
and power distribution, whereas the planners highlighted technical practicalities and formalities
of the stakeholder involvement and how to carry them out. The planners also drew attention to
knowledge-gathering, consultation and informing as the objective for stakeholder involvement.
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On the other hand, the parties were interpreting the same situation in different ways. This was
most visible when the parties were discussing the method for stakeholder involvement. The researchers
spoke up for active facilitation as a technique for power distribution between the stakeholders. Instead,
the planners were arguing for free dialogue as an appropriate method for stakeholder involvement
(Figure 3). The following citation from the first meeting illustrates the dialogue where the researchers
were arguing for active facilitation (and against free dialogue) and the planner was defending the
chosen method by describing the technical practicalities of it and reasoning the failure by referring to
the actions of the stakeholders.

R: Did you talk with the consultant—as you just said that you did not want to lead the discussion to
any direction—[ . . . ] about free dialogue, because there are in a way strengths and weaknesses—that
the discussion follows the track like it follows. But in a way it is—to some point—its weakness.
Did you talk with the consultant for choosing this method?

P: Well, of course the discussion was led with the question template, which was there. They should
have discussed the certain questions and answers which were on the template. That was the one which
led the discussion automatically. And the task for the facilitator was to make sure that all the questions
were answered. Or at least almost all.

R: But there were no facilitators in the groups.

(M1)

Secondly, in the two first meetings the researchers had ambiguous expectations towards the planners
and the planning process. Researchers presented several notions including direct suggestions for the
planners, guiding them and giving them advice on how to implement the stakeholders’ involvement
in a fair manner (Figure 3). These were interpreted to represent strategic argumentation (Figure 4).
Looking across the researchers’ strategic arguments, we discovered that they were inconsistent and
aiming for different goals. Especially in the first meeting, the strategic arguments about knowledge
were unfocused and even contradictory to some point (Figure 3). Comments regarding the methods
of the green infrastructure and ecosystem service reports, the analyses behind them and stakeholder
involvement as a knowledge production or filtration process were giving support for a techno-rational
planning ideal. Instead, the comments about developing the methods for stakeholder involvement and
planning as a knowledge-framing process were aiming for developing power distribution and justice
in the process. In addition, in the first meeting the researchers’ communicative arguments—aiming
for better understanding—were not supporting their strategic arguments excluding their arguments
on power distribution and active facilitation. Moreover, the researchers were even questioning each
other’s viewpoints. By the third meeting, the researchers’ discourses on the knowledge had become
focused; as early as the second meeting, the researchers’ notions about knowledge were more balanced
and more focused on the knowledge framing instead of information production or filtration (Figure 3).

Thirdly, there was no open reflection on the concept of justice between the parties until the third
meeting. Even though in the beginning of the action research process, it was agreed that the dialogue
will focus on procedural aspects of justice; in the first meeting, both researchers and planners voiced a
few notions about distributional justice. They were speaking about the planning solutions and the
plan symbols.

Most notably, there was no open discussion on how justice, the concept in focus of the dialogue,
was understood and perceived. Consequently, there was no mutual understanding or acceptance on
the general grounds for developing justice in the first two meetings.

Finally, in the validation workshop, we recognised that the organisational hierarchy is also one
of the potentially hindering elements with regard to social learning during the researcher–planner
dialogue. In the validation workshop, there were more planners in place than usually in the monthly
meetings discussing the process and the dialogue between the researchers and planners. The planners
were speaking reflectively throughout the discussion, but the roles and power positions, which the
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planners had inside their organisation, were visible in the discussion setting in a manner which we
had not previously observed in our discussions with two or three younger planners primarily working
with us.

3.2. Elements Encouraging Social Learning

Unlike the first two meetings, the dialogue in the third meeting led to fruitful cooperation and a
substantial proceeding with regard to justice improvement and in learning between the researchers and
planners. After the meeting, the researchers and planners started to cooperate to involve youth in the
planning process. We found out that the third meeting differed in five respects from the two previous
ones: the discussion and argumentation of both parties were more focused (Figure 3), the researches
were presenting more communicative than strategic arguments (Figure 4), the planners were showing
reflectivity (Figure 4), the researchers and planners had an open discussion on justice and knowledge,
and they got to know each other better.

Compared to the two previous meetings, in the third meeting the researchers and planners
engaged in more discussion about the objective for stakeholder involvement, power distribution and
voices of the stakeholders. The researchers’ discourses were more focused on the topics reflecting
the current understanding of procedural justice within academia. Moreover, in the third meeting the
researchers’ arguments were in general more communicative than strategic (Figure 4) and the strategic
arguments were also relying on the message of the communicative arguments.

The planners, instead, were showing reflectivity in a manner which stood out from the two
previous meetings (Figure 4). The planners’ general discourse also had new elements in the third
meeting like the comments concerning the voices of the stakeholders (Figure 3). The following citation
illustrates the planners’ reflectivity.

R: Often in those involvement processes, people feel that they only had an opportunity to be a “rubber
stamp”, which probably relates to an aspect of the discussion on procedural justice, that if you get an
opportunity to define what the discussion is about, then it on the one hand commits the stakeholders to
the decision, but on the other hand it also helps to better define what the discussion is about. [presents
an example from climate policy].

P: And I find it very important that, if we decide to involve a group, then [ . . . ] we need to also
commit ourselves to taking their viewpoints into account.

In the third meeting, the researchers and planners had a comprehensive discussion about the
concept of justice and their perception on it. A planner opened the discussion by asking researchers to
explain the concept. During the conversation, both researchers and planners took stances and showed
acceptance towards each other’s justice perceptions by presenting short comments.

P: Could you please open the concept of procedural justice for me? What does it mean?

R: Okay, good. [Explains the term in Finnish.] [It is] about practices, methods and their
implementation and about putting them into practice in a way which will happen fairly. The justice
principles are such as people having an opportunity to represent themselves, participation implemented
in a way, which takes into account all essential aspects. [ . . . ] [P]rocedural justice is [also about]
decisions as publicly available, an opportunity to make an appeal about them. [ . . . ] [I]n this kind of
planning process in which we analyse justice, [the perspectives on it], who participates, how people
can participate and what kind of viewpoints it is possible to have on board and which viewpoints are
represented [are important]. [ . . . ]

P: Yes.

P2: [ . . . ] We often quote a citation: “even a worse result can be accepted if the process has been
legitimate”.

P: Okay. I have been almost on the right track.
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[...]

R: Could you tell, what do you think -what are the most relevant points in procedural justice? How
do you approach it?

P: Well, we were discussing it earlier: how we could get as many viewpoints of the different interest
positions as possible evenly heard in this topic, including, from the perspective of sustainability. I find
it important that the solutions would be evenly divided between social and economic perspectives.

R: Sounds good.

[ . . . ]

P: And particularly different kinds of practices and methods for stakeholder involvement. We should
find those best ones and those which are also feasible for us in terms of our resources.

3.3. Elements Decelerating Social Learning

In all analysed meetings, the researchers were speaking both communicatively—aiming for a
shared understanding; and strategically—aiming for a specific goal (Figure 4). However, strategic
speaking had a different impact at different stages of the dialogue. We see that there were two reasons
explaining this: the (in)consistency of the messages behind the strategic and communicative arguments
as well as mutual understanding on and acceptance of the goal defended by strategic argumentation.

In the earlier stages of the discussions, the researchers presented strong, strategic arguments
for active facilitation as a proper method for power distribution that ensured justice in the planning
process (Figure 3). As described above, there was, however, no mutual understanding of the concept of
justice. Neither was the idea of justice as power distribution openly reflected or accepted as a mutually
understood aim for justice. In the discussions, the researchers were speaking for active facilitation,
because they saw it as a method for reclaiming more justice in the process. The following citation
shows how the planners rejected the researchers’ comment which showed rather direct criticism
towards the planners’ actions while aiming to claim for a better method.

R: I was wondering whose task it is to lead the discussion to the objective. I see that it is wrong to give
the task to the stakeholders. [ . . . ]

P2: Please do not stick to that. We have not given this task to the stakeholders. The template was there
and the task of each of us planners and of the consultant was to communicate: “Hey, we should do
these tasks”. This has failed in [one sub-group]. But it was not the intention that the stakeholders lead
the discussion.

P1: I had [another sub-group] and it was fine as well.

(M1)

In the situation, the researchers started to speak communicatively. Questions that were rhetorically
communicative, but had a strategic purpose behind them, did not support the dialogue and lead the
discussion towards mutual understanding on the idea behind claiming for facilitation.

R: [ . . . ] Can you see any solutions to the situation in which they [one stakeholder group] have this
kind of position? [ . . . ] How could you have broken the positions?

P2: Well. The initial attitude is already this. And the first and foremost thing would be to have impact
on this attitudinal environment. [ . . . ] Maybe the way one could have an impact on it would be to
think about how the voice of the other party could get heard better. [ . . . ]

R: What kind of solutions would you see here?

[ . . . ]

P1: Well, probably the events could be held in the evening or we could send out the report for comments
before, or—that is to say—after the report is ready. Then they can have a say this way. [ . . . ]

(M1)
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Instead, deliberately communicative arguments that meticulously justify the claims for facilitation
were observed to trigger reflectivity among the planners. However, it turned out that the circumstances
in the first two meetings were not favourable for substantial proceedings in the learning process.

R: [ . . . ] I was trying to say that there are themes which are relevant especially for the regional
planning. And [I mean] to facilitate the discussion towards these which, in a way, could bring out the
Habermasian argument about [ . . . ] what kind of knowledge the regional plan could synthesise on a
planning level, and facilitate the discussion towards that. Then they [the involved stakeholders] could
discuss more evenly.

P: Yes right, that could be a solution.

R: Well, which themes would see

P: But when you said that they already pointed out those important sites in the [third sub-group],
they particularly pointed out those sites which were not included in the results of the analysis. [ . . . ]
I mean that, it was important that they pointed them out. It is information for us, that the analysis
lacks something which could highlight those important sites.

However, in the third meeting, the researchers’ strategic arguments worked differently. In the
meeting, the strategic arguments were in general in line with the researchers’ communicative
arguments, and they were opening a new conflict-free horizon for co-developing new means and
practices to improve environmental justice. In addition, they resulted in planner reflectivity, unlike in
the previous meetings.

4. Discussion

In this paper, we have described an action research process in the regional scale planning
reflecting how social learning may occur as a part of researcher–planner dialogue, and how the
content, practices, and elements in the dialogue process may be of particular relevance in improving
environmental justice and sustainability and in tackling the epistemological challenges related to them
in the planning context.

We found out that the social learning occurred in the process between the researchers and
planners in a non-linear way, beginning from incremental steps. In the beginning of the dialogue,
there was (too) strategic communication combined with inconsistent discussion and persistent attempts
to reframe environmental justice as a fair distribution of power and its implications for stakeholder
involvement. The learning process was slow and did not turn into a substantial change in interpretation
of the planning process, or developing of action research process. However, only after more explicit
communication concerning the most relevant concepts regarding environmental justice and their
implications for regional scale planning, prerequisites for mutual understanding and communicative
and reflective, more authentic dialogue [13,53] were to evolve, which, in turn, was able to encourage
a more transformative type of learning in terms of legitimate and effective strategic communication
(Figure 5).

There are several interpretations why framing environmental justice, in the beginning of action
research process, as a fair distribution of power resulted in incremental, instead of transformative
social learning transforming problematic frames, assumptions and beliefs on aims, means and foci of
stakeholder involvement and on multiple knowledges operationalized as indicators for learning on
environmental justice [33]. A major challenge hindering transformative learning was the way that the
researchers approached the complex theme of environmental justice in the first meetings. In the first
two meetings, the various aspects of environmental justice were presented rather unsystematically,
covering both procedural and distributive aspects. However, while the process evolved, the researchers’
reflections on the various aspects of environmental justice focused remarkably, while the emphasis
was turned more transparently only towards procedural aspects, following the explicit wishes of
planners. This notion indicates the need for ethical dialogue and strategic communication in the
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researcher-planner dialogue, a challenge raised also by Toledano [17] as well as the researchers’ ability
to support learning (by teaching) of skills and capabilities to reflect and transform the existing frames
on power distribution [33].
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strategic rhetoric in the early phases of researcher–planner dialogue were hindering social learning,
while opening of various frames and dialogue based on them evolved to mutual understanding
regarding the frames, encountering incremental learning. As an outcome of the process evolved
trust, understanding and other prerequisites to communicative and reflective dialogue, which in
turn, was a prerequisite for transformative learning towards evolved more legitimate and effective
strategic communication.

There were also certain aspects in the planners’ position, foci and action that hindered
transformative social learning in the first meeting: by paying attention to rather technical aspects
of public participation such as knowledge gathering, modes of consultation and informing as the
objective for the stakeholder involvement, the planners were speaking a different language than the
researchers, framing the usability and feasibility of various involvement methods from different angles
than the researcher (based on the law). Combined with the notion, described above, of how researchers’
communicated poorly, using the rather unsystematic and strategical framings, these various aspects
decreased the openness for new interpretations to improve sustainability and environmental justice in
particular. Finally, it was not surprising that the planners were not satisfied with the outcome of the
first meetings, indicating the limits of too strategic one-way communication not meeting the criteria of
reflective research [31,32,35,43,44].

However, during the action research process more transformative social learning was also
experienced and encountered in innovative co-development of environmental justice in planning and
cooperation between the researchers and planners. As already mentioned, such a more transformative
social learning occurred as an outcome of remarkably improved communication. Thus, a question for
developing science–policy communication in the future is how to encourage communicativeness for
those involved in such processes?
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In our action research project transformative learning occurred due to the new communication
skills and competence of both planners and researchers to approach and communicate about
epistemological (and ontological) dilemmas related to the question of environmental justice and
its knowledges more thoroughly and systematically, the competence which developed during the
dialogue. In the beginning of the dialogue, there were controversies between the parties that could
not be resolved by appealing to facts. The researchers and planners focused on different facts
and framed the same facts differently. Thus, our findings support the previous findings that too
fixed, non-mutual frame setting and imposing them too simply may hinder communicative and
reflective dialogue, and accordingly transformative learning for sustainability [31–33,35,43,44]. In other
words, we see that researchers’ strategic speaking on power distribution paved the way for mutual
understanding of certain core concepts of environmental justice, which, in turn, had a weakening
impact on the communication. However, in the third meeting the communication process was
sufficiently mature to evolve towards co-developing interactive and innovative participation methods
for youth based on more authentic dialogue. Following the conceptualization of Vare and Scott [26],
during the action research process the communicative approach seems to have changed from learning
for sustainability (i.e., from rather technical aspects of involvement) towards learning as sustainability
(i.e., towards approaching involvement more as a process encouraged by the dialogue between the
researchers and planners in an open mood).

Also trust building between the researchers and planners was an essential element when social
learning developed towards more collaborative and reflective process (c.f. [62–64]). We recognised that,
on one hand, the non-disclosed agendas (of any involved actors) used in the beginning of the process
were not able to generate trust, and on the other hand, that in building mutual understanding and
trust, enough time and cooperation were needed. In our case, regular meeting together and piloting of
new means and practices (even though not all of them were working immediately), were relevant steps
on the non-linear learning process, which was simultaneously building trust and shared ontological
assumptions, encountered in taking risks by widening the involvement efforts to new audience,
youth, with new uncertain methods. Thus, our experiences support Hoffman’s [63] conclusion that
trust is linked to a willingness to take risks on the behaviour of others, while it strengthens the belief
that potential trustees will ‘do what is right’.

Reflecting the critics that trust and dialogue based approaches may ignore societal power and
strategic communication [15,16], we believe that it is worth discussing briefly the context where the
new approach and methods were tested. The major transformative learning step which occurred,
was concerning involvement of the youth, a previously silent, but also rather powerless social group
in the regional planning context. Their involvement reflects recognition, a well-known criteria for
environmental justice. But in terms of reclaiming justice, the process should also meet other criteria
more closely related to multiple knowledges, values and power and, hence, requiring the planners to
face and argue about the epistemologies, ontologies and norms in, during and behind the planning
process. Youth represents a conflict-free zone of public engagement and therefore it can be considered
as a minimum-risk start for developing means for environmental justice. However, the epistemological
and ontological dilemmas related to environmental justice and thus sustainability transition remain
unsolved in the planning process. The question for future research is, are there scalability and
opportunities for widening communicative and trust-based science-policy dialogue or co-development
towards the more power-laden arenas of the planning process?

The scalability of widening communicative and trust-based social learning depends,
besides public efforts, on what happens within the organisation itself. Thus, it is worth thinking how
social learning between the researchers and planners transfers into learning within the organisation.
Social learning regarding justice as power distribution was experienced by those actors thoroughly
involved in the action research process, and their experiences do not necessarily and automatically
widen to the organisational culture or routines of other employees. Instead, such develop needs
even further efforts and development [62,65]. Thus, future research should empirically analyse how
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organisational power that may decrease or increase the potential impact of action research could
be better taken into account in planning the circumstances and context for dialogue. Moreover,
in future action- and practice-oriented studies, it is essential to pay more attention to integrating
other personnel, particularly those having strategic power, into the dialogue process to ensure more
general organisational learning. This leads to interesting arenas for future research: whether and how
there are defensive routines [65] or boundary arrangements [66] within the scientific community or
in the planning organisations that are limiting social learning between the researchers and planners?
How the action research setting could be developed to support transformative learning in the planning
processes in a way that overcomes organisational hierarchies and what kinds of capabilities researchers
should develop in order to be more effective in reflective practices aiming for learning among
policy practitioners?

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we describe the anatomy of one social learning process analysed by using a
triangulation of methods including participatory methods. This learning process from the planning
context highlights the opportunities and challenges in the dialogue between researchers and planners
on developing environmental justice which, as knowledge, poses epistemological dilemmas which
the planners are not able to solve on mere objective grounds. In this study, we explored the capacity
of the action research approach to simultaneously foster an active dialogue between researchers and
planners, produce development in integrating environmental justice perspective in the planning
process, and, thus, support the work of the planners in their navigation across epistemological
dilemmas related to conflicting interests and pressures from the stakeholders’ side. We found out that
there was a non-linear social learning process between the researchers and the planners. On the one
hand, there was incremental learning regarding approaching environmental justice as fair distribution
of power, and a more transformative-type of learning regarding recognising youth as a silent group in
the planning process. We also found that researcher–planner dialogue developed during cooperation;
and dialogue became more focused, communicative and reflective as an outcome of mutual frames
and shared trust. In order to support sustainability transformation in the future, it is essential to
create opportunities for incremental and transformative social learning through innovative modes of
interaction in various contexts and recognising also intricate power relations in the process.
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